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Ego and Self and Destiny
A paper by Rix Weaver
A discussion on the paper
with Vivien Bainbridge, Brittain Garrett
and Susan Thorman
Rix Weaver presented the paper Ego and Self and Destiny in
Karnak in 1981. She regularly lectured here at the resort created by the acclaimed actress
Diane Cilento in Douglashire, far north Queensland. Rix and Diane shared a love of the sufi
mystic Ibn al Arabi.
In this paper Rix weaves together the individuation process and the mysteries of quantum
physics, Alchemy and Spiritual Development, Time and Destiny. It crackles with life and
meaning, and is a joy to read.
She says;
The Self cannot fit into the ego. But the ego can expand toward awareness of the Self. This growth is
a sacred undertaking, a religious journey…
And;
God’s reality is known in the heart. It is the flip as it were from head to heart that gives the
knowledge of the irrefutable truth.
And;
When we come to destiny that is inherent in the Self/ego Oneness, we come to a more difficult
concept for it includes time…a non-spatial, transpatial, ordering.

This fabulous paper is on our website in the section under resources in the Blog. Have a look
if you wish, and then join us as Jungian Analysts Vivien Bainbridge, Brittain Garrett and
Clinical Psychologist Susan Thorman discuss the paper and some of its major ideas.
Venue: TO BE HELD ONLINE ON ZOOM
To Register contact the President, Brittain Garrett at president@jungwa.org
Upon confirmation of payment a zoom link and password will be sent to you.
Cost: Members FREE , $5 (concession), $10 (general)
C.G. Jung Society of WA (Inc) www.jungwa.org
Correspondence and enquiries to the President:
Brittain Garrett phone: 0417 958 658 email: president@jungwa.org

